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本文在软件工程的理念的指导下，运用.NET 为开发平台，采用 ASP.NET 开



























In recent years, the construction of highway of our country has remarkable 
achievement. A variety of relative construction of highway obtains great development. 
The capacity of passenger transportation also gets a quick pull. But due to the special 
national conditions of our country, the current passenger transportation can’t meet the 
needs of passengers. There have all kinds of phenomenon such as overload, 
overcrowding and running car which reach the discarded condition. These bring great 
threat to passenger’s life and property. Therefore, using information technology 
management passenger vehicle can reduce passenger transportation accidents and 
protect the safety of passenger, which has realistic significance. 
In this dissertation, it is guided under the software engineering. It uses .NET as 
development platform, ASP.NET develop dynamic html, C# program and SQL Server 
2008 manager data of system. The dissertation introduces the background and 
significance and research status of vehicle management system firstly. Then it analyzes 
the requirement of passenger vehicle management system. Through the function use 
case and use case table, it gives comprehensive function requirement analysis. Then, it 
introduces design principle of system design. It describes the design procedure of each 
module. It designs entity class, deal class, business logical class and control class. It 
describes data conception model and database table structure. Finally, it describes the 
implementation procedure of each module applying .NET technology. It describes 
testing method and testing process. At the same time, it analyzes the testing results. 
In this dissertation, .NET technology is used to build the system. It has features of 
convenient operation, flexible and convenient extension and maintenance. Through 
system testing, it verifies the superiority and flexibility of this passenger vehicle 
management system. 
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